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Sample Questions 
 

Multiple Choice Questions 
 

1) UDDI stands for  . 
a. Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration. 
b. Uniform Description, Discovery, and Integration. 
c. Universal Description, Discovery, and Interference. 
d. Unique Description, Discovery, and Integration. 

 
 

2) Three major roles within the web service architecture. 
a. Service Discovery,Service Requestor,Service Registry. 
b. Service Provider,Service Requestor,Service Registry. 
c. Service Provider,Service Messaging,Service Registry. 
d. Service Provider,Service Requestor,Service Description. 

 
 

3) Which layer of the TCP / IP stack corresponds to the OSI model transport layer?  
a. Host to host 
b. Application  
c. Internet  
d. Network Access 

 
4) Which of the following layer in Web Service Protocol Stack is responsible for describing the 

public interface to a specific web service?  
a. Service Transport 
b. XML Messaging 
c. Service Description  
d. Service Discovery 

 
5) Which of the following HTTP Status code means NOT MODIFIED, used to reduce network 

bandwidth usage in case of conditional GET requests? 
a. 200 
b. 201 
c. 204 
d. 304 
e.  

6) BEEP stands for   
a. Blocks Extensible Enhancement Protocol 
b. Blocks Extend Exchange Protocol 
c. Blocks Exchange Extensible Protocol 
d. Blocks Extensible Exchange Protocol 

 
 

7) One of the advantages of using ________is that data are transmitted in a text format rather 
than a binary format. 
a. XML 



b. SOAP 
c. WSDL 
d. WCF 

 
8) ____used to convert your application into Web-Application. 

a. Java Service 
b. Browser Action 
c. Web Services 
d. Struts Services 

 
 

9) What is RPC? 
a. Regional Procedure Calls. 
b. Remote Procedure Calls. 
c. Registered Procedure Counselor 
d. Regional Protection Control 

 
10) What is WSDL? 

a. Web Services Development Language 
b. Web Services Detail Language 
c. Web Services Description Language  
d. Web System Description Language  

 
11) What is SSL? 

a. Secure Socket Layer  
b. Special Socket Layer  
c. Special Service Layer 
d. Special System Layer 

 

12) ______  layer is responsible for actually transporting XML messages between two 
computers. 

a. Service Protocol 
b. Service Messaging 
c. Service Transport 
d. Service Description 

13) Select the communication channels NOT use in a web service?  
a. HTTP/POST 
b. MIME  
c. SOAP 
d. HTTP/GET 

 
 

14) To implement web services in .NET, HTTP handlers are used that interrupt requests to 
_______files. 

a. .asmx 
b. .asxm  
c. .amsx  
d. .asml 

 
15) What is NOT a part of a SOAP Message ?  

a. SOAP Body 
b. SOAP Envelope  
c. SOAP Headers  
d. SOAP Footer 



 
16) Which component of Web Services does not acts as a directory? 

a. UDDI 
b. XML 
c. SOAP 
d. WSDL 

 
 

17) The basic Web Services platform is combination of and . 
a. CSS + HTTP 
b. XML + HTML 
c. XML + HTTP 
d. CSS + JAVA 

 
 

18) What are the web service platform elements? 
a. SOAP, UDDI, XML 
b. HTTP, WSDL 
c. UDDI, XML, SOAP 
d. SOAP, UDDI, WSDL 

 
 

19) Which of the following is used to perform remote procedure calls in web services?  
a. HTTP-RPC 
b. XML-HTTP  
c. XML-RPC  
d. SOAP-XML 

 
19) Registry services such as managing information about service providers, service 
implementations and service metadata are provided by  

a. WSDL 
b. UDDI  
c. REST  
d. SPARQL 

 
20) Which of the following is an open source SOAP server and client?  

a. Apache ANT 
b. Apache Tomcat 
c. Jakarta Struts 
d. Apache Axis 

 
21) Which of the following annotation of JAX RS API binds the parameter passed to method to a 

HTTP header? 
a. @PathParam  
b. @QueryParam  
c. @MatrixParam 
d. @HeaderParam 

 
22) Which of the following annotation of JAX RS API is used to annotate a method to get the 

relative path of the resource class/method? 
a. @Path   
b. @GET C 
c. @PUT D  
d. @POST 



 
 

23) JAX-RS stands for--- 
 

a. JAVA API for RESTful Web Services 
b. JAVA API for REST Web Services 
c. JAVA API for RESTful Services 
d. JAVA XMLfor RESTful Web Services 

 
 

24) The full form of OSI is OSI model is    
a. Open Systems Interconnection 
b. Open Software Interconnection 
c. Open Systems Internet 
d. Open Software Internet 

 
 
 

25) The _ model is 7-layer architecture where each layer is having some specific functionality to 
perform. 

a. TCP/IP 
b. Cloud 
c. OSI 
d. OIS 

 
 

26) field in the base header restricts the lifetime of a datagram In IPv6, 
a. version 
b. next-header 
c. hop limit 
d. neighbor-advertisement 

 
 

27) .An HLEN value of decimal 10 means In IPv4 header 
a. 10 bytes of options 
b. 40 bytes of options 
c. 10 bytes in the header 
d. 40 bytes in the header 

 
 

28) In IPv4, an HLEN value of decimal 10 means . 
a. 10 bytes of options 
b. 40 bytes of options 
c. 40 bytes in the header 
d. 10 bytes in the header 

 
 

29) field in the base header and the sender IP address combine to indicate a unique path identifier 
In IPv6. 

a. flow label 
b. next header 
c. hop limit 
d. destination IP address 

 
 



30) what is the value of the total length field in bytes In IPv4? 
a. 428 
b. 407 
c. 107 
d. 427 

 
31) term means that IP provides no error checking. 

a. reliable delivery 
b. connection-oriented delivery 
c. best-effort delivery 
d. On Delivery 

 
 

32) protocol is the transmission used by the TCP/IP suite. 
a. ARP 
b. IP 
c. RARP 
d. RAR 

 
 

33) what is the length of the data field given an HLEN value of 12 and the total length is 40,000 In 
IPv4? 

a. 39,988 
b. 40,012 
c. 40,048 
d. 39,952 

 
 

34) what is needed to determine the number of the last byte of a fragment In IPv4? 
a. Identification number 
b. Offset number 
c. Total length 
d. (b) and (c) 

 
 

35) size in the IPv4 header. 
a. 20 to 60 bytes long 
b. 20 bytes long 
c. 60 bytes long 
d. 180 bytes long 

 
36) Which of the following HTTP Status code means OK, shows success? 

a. 200 
b. 201 
c. 204 
d. 304 

 
 

37) .An object acting as a gateway for the client side. 
a. skeleton 
b. stub 
c. remote 
d. server 



 
 

38) RPC works between two processes. These processes must be    
a. on the same computer 
b. on different computers connected with a network 
c. on the same computer and also on different computers connected with a network 
d. on none of the computers 

 
 
 

39) Which of the following is correct about XML-RPC  
a. Requests are encoded in XML and sent via HTTP POST. 
b. XML-RPC is platform-independent. 
c. XML-RPC is the easiest way to get started with web services. 
d. XML-RQC is the easiest way to get started with web services. 

 
40) Which of the following HTTP method should be used to create resource using RESTful web 

service? 
a. GET 
b. DELETE 
c. PUT 
d. POST 

 
 

41) Which of the following is correct about URI in RESTful web services? 
a. Each resource in REST is identified by its URI 
b. Purpose of URI is to locate resource on the server hosting the web service. 
c. Both (a) and (b) 
d. Neither (a) nor (b) 

 
 
 

42) What type of web service do not keep any memory of what happens to it between requests? 
a. Stateful 
b. Stateless 
c. Singleton 
d. Single 

 
43) Which element is a single root of every SOAP message? 

a. <envelope> 
b. <entity> 
c. <soap> 
d. <soapEnvelope> 

 
 

44) WCF does not support which transport schema? 
a. HTTP 
b. TCP 
c. MSMQ 
d. ARQ 

 
45) Which is the de facto standard protocol used by web service? 

a. HTTP 
b. TCP 



c. SOAP 
d. PPP 

 
 

46) To add a WCF Service, select the solution name in the Solution Explorer and select    from 
File menu. 

a. Add / New Solution 
b. Add / New Web Site 
c. Add / New Service 
d. Add / New Library  

 
47) What are the mark up languages available in REST Services? 

a. HTML & VBSCRIPT 
b. HTML & XML 
c. XML & JAVA 
d. JSON & XML 

 
 

48) ___ protocol is used to get the physical address from the IP/logical address.Rest interface 
a. ICMP 
b. IGMP  
c. RARP  
d. ARP 

 
49) In accessing a web service through ‘synchronous call’. 

a. Application can make a call to the web service and then continue to perform the 
needed task 

b. A service notifies the application when it is ready 
c. Application has to wait until execution is completed. 
d. Call is not allowed 

 
50) What is JSON Stands for? 

a. JavaScript Object Naming 
b. JavaScript Object Notification 
c. JavaScript Object Number 
d. JavaScript Object Notation 

 
 

51) What REST stands for? 
a. Represent State Transfer 
b. Representational State Transfer  
c. Represent State Transfer 
d. Represent State Tranport. 

 
 

52) Which of the following is TRUE regarding service operations and references to objects? 
a. Objects must be serializable 
b. You can’t return values from service operations 
c. Objects are passed as references 
d. You can’t pass parameters to service operations 

 
53) A service contract specifies what an endpoint communicates to the outside world. At a more 

concrete level, it is a statement about a set of specific messages organized into basic message 
exchange patterns (MEPs), such as request/reply, one-way, and duplex. Which of the 
following is NOT part of the Service Contract specification: 



a. The data types of messages 
b. The specific protocols and serialization formats 
c. The location of the operations 
d. The frequency of messages per second 

 
54) A typical  program obtains a remote reference to one or more remote objects on a server and 

then invokes methods on them. 
 

a. Server 
b. Client 
c. Thread 
d. Concurrent 

 
55) Which of the following is not a valid HTTP methods used in RESTful web services? 

a. OPTIONS  
b. DELETE 
c. DATE 
d. POST 
 
 

56) Which of the following is FALSE regarding the WSHttpBinding class? 
a. Provides WS-Addressing 
b. Provides un-encrypted messages by default 
c. Provides reliable messaging 
d. Provides transactions 

 
 

57) Services are groups of operations. To create a service contract you usually model operations 
and specify their grouping. In Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) applications, 
developers define the operations by creating a method and marking it with the which attribute? 

a. Service Contract Attribute 
b. Data Member Attribute 
c. Data Contract Attribute 
d. Operation Contract Attribute 

 
 

58) You’ve created a new class in your .NET project that contains a wide variety of operations 
grouped together to form part of a Server Contract. You now need to add an attribute to the 
class to define it as a service contract. Which attribute should you use? 

a. Operation Contract Attribute 
b. Data Member Attribute 
c. Data Contract Attribute 
d. Service Contract Attribute 

 
59) Which of the following depicts best practice, Understandability for resource representation in 

REST? 
a. Both Server and Client should be able to understand and utilize the representation format of 

the resource. 
b. Format should be able to represent a resource completely. For example, a resource can 

contain another resource. Format should be able to represent simple as well as complex 
structures of resources. 

c. A resource can have a linkage to another resource, a format should be able to handles such 
situations. 

d. A resource can have a linkage to another resource, a format should be able not to handles 
such situations. 



 
 

60) Which of the following depicts best practice, Completeness for resource representation in 
REST? 
a. Both Server and Client should be able to understand and utilize the representation format of 

the resource. 
b. Format should be able to represent a resource completely. For example, a resource can 

contain another resource. Format should be able to represent simple as well as complex 
structures of resources. 

c. A resource can have a linkage to another resource, a format should be able to handles such 
situations. 

d. A resource can have a linkage to another resource, a format should be able not to handles 
such situations. 

 
 
 

61) Which of the following depicts best practice, Linkablity for resource representation in REST? 
a. Both Server and Client should be able to understand and utilize the representation format of 

the resource. 
b. Format should be able to represent a resource completely. For example, a resource can 

contain another resource. Format should be able to represent simple as well as complex 
structures of resources. 

c. A resource can have a linkage to another resource, a format should be able to handles such 
situations. 

d. A resource can have a linkage to another resource, a format should be able to not handles 
such situations. 

 
 

62) Study the following line of code: OperationContext.Current.GetCallbackChannel(); The 
ICalendarDuplexCallback interface is defined as the CallbackContract property in the Service 
Contract. In which class should you use this line of code? 

a. Client 
b. You should never use this 
c. Both 
d. Service 

 
63) The signature of a service operation dictates a certain underlying message exchange pattern 

(MEP) that can support the data transfer and the features an operation requires. You want to 
adopt a pattern that supports the sending and receiving of messages by both the service and 
client. Which patter should you choose? 

a. one-way 
b. none of these 
c. request/reply 
d. duplex 

 
64) Which of the following component of HTTP request indicates HTTP methods such as GET, 

POST, DELETE, PUT etc.? 
a. VERB  
b. URI 
c. HTTP Version 
d. Request Header 
 
 

65) Which of the following component of HTTP request is used to identify the resource on server? 
a. VERB  



b. URI 
c. HTTP Version 
d. Request Header 
 
 

66) Which of the following component of HTTP request is used to indicate HTTP version? 
a. VERB  
b. URI 
c. HTTP Version 
d. Request Header 
 
 

67) Which of the following component of HTTP request contains metadata for the HTTP Request 
message as key-value pairs? 
a. VERB  
b. URI 
c. HTTP Version 
d. Request Header 
 
 

68) Which of the following component of HTTP request contains message content or Resource 
representation? 
a. Request Body  
b. URI 
c. HTTP Version 
d. Request Header 
 
 

69) Which of the following component of HTTP response indicates server status for the requested 
resource?  
a. Status/Response Code  
b. HTTP Version 
c. Response Header  
d. Response Body 
 
 

70) MOM stands for   
a. Message Oriented Middleware 
b. Mails Oriented Middleware  
c. Middleware of Messages 
d. Main Object Middleware 
 

71) RPC provides a  on the client side, a separate one for each remote procedure. 
a. Stub 
b. Identifier 
c. Name 
d. Process identifier 
 

72) Which of the following component of HTTP response contains response message content or 
Resource representation? 
a. Status/Response Code  
b. HTTP Version 
c. Response Header 
d. Response Body 
 



 
73) Web services are the amalgamation of . 

a. XML and SOAP 
b. XML and HTTP 
c. WSDL and UDDI 
d. Eb-XML and WSDL 

 
74) What URI stands for? 

a. Unit Resource Identifier 
b. Uniform Representation Identifier  
c. Uniform Resource Identifier 
d. Uniform resource Identifier 

 
 

75) WCF services can communicate with  . 
a. all programming languages 
b. XML 
c. only the languages included with Visual Studio .NET 
d. multiple platforms and multiple language 

 
76) _____  is a simple protocol that uses XML messages to perform RPCs. 

a. SOAP 
b. XML  
c. XML-RPC  
d. BEEP 

 
77) Which layer is used to link the network support layers and user support layers? 

a. Session layer 
b. Data link layer 
c. Transport layer 
d. Network layer 

 
78) TCP/IP model does not have__________ layer but OSI model have this layer. 

a. Session layer 
b. Transport layer 
c. Application layer 
d. Network layer 

 
79) IGMP stands for  _ 

a. Internet Group Mail Protocol. 
b. Internet Group Message Protocol. 
c. Instant Group Message Protocol. 
d. Intranet Group Mail Protocol. 

 
80) Which of the following HTTP method should be idempotent in nature? 

a. GET  
b. PUT  
c. POST 
d. HEAD 
 
 

81) ______and______  are the two different kinds of classes used in RMI 
a. Remote Classes,Synchronous Classes 
b. Request Classes,Serializable Classes 
c. Reference Classes,Serializable Classes 



d. Remote Classes,Serializable Classes 
 

82) Which of the following HTTP method should be read only in nature? 
a. GET 
b. DELETE  
c. POST 
d. PUT 
 
 

83) Which of the following HTTP method should be used to create/update resource using RESTful 
web service? 
a. GET 
b. DELETE 
c. POST 
d. OPTIONS 
 
 

84) Which of the following HTTP method should be used to delete resource using RESTful web 
service? 
a. GET 
b. DELETE  
c. POST 
d. OPTIONS 
 
 

85) _____  layer of OSI model is responsible for moving the packets from source to 
destination. 
a. Transport  
b. Application  
c. Data link  
d. Network  
 
 

86) Which of the following HTTP method should be used to fetch resource using RESTful web 
service? 
a. GET 
b. DELETE  
c. PUT 
d. OPTIONS 
 
 

87) Which of the following HTTP method should be used to get status of method availability in 
RESTful web service? 
a. GET 
b. HEAD  
c. PUT 
d. OPTIONS 
 
 

88) Which of the following HTTP method should be used to get list the supported operations in 
RESTful web service? 
a. GET  
b. HEAD  
c. PUT 
d. OPTIONS 



 
 

89) Transmission data rate is decided by___________ 
a. Network layer 
b. Physical layer 
c. Data link layer 
d. Transport layer 
 

90) Which of the following header of HTTP response, provides the date and time of the resource 
when it was created? 
a. Date 
b. Last Modified  
c. Cache-Control 
d. Expires 
 
 

91) Which of the following header of HTTP response, provides the date and time of the resource 
when it was last modified? 
a. Date 
b. Last Modified  
c. Cache-Control  
d. Expires 
 
 

92) Which of the following header of HTTP response provides control over caching? 
a. Date 
b. Last Modified 
c. Cache-Control  
d. Expires 
 
 

93) Which of the following header of HTTP response sets expiration date and time of caching? 
a. Date 
b. Last Modified  
c. Cache-Control  
d. Expires 
 
 

94) Which of the following directive of Cache Control Header of HTTP response indicates that 
resource is cachable by any component? 
a. Public  
b. Private 
c. no-cache/no-store  
d. max-age 
 
 

95) What is the protocol used in REST? 
a. HTTP 
b. JMX 
c. SOAP 
d. XML 
 
 

96) Which of the following directive of Cache Control Header of HTTP response indicates that 
resource is cachable by only client and server? 



a. Public 
b. Private 
c. no-cache/no-store  
d. max-age 
 
 

97) Which of the following directive of Cache Control Header of HTTP response indicates that 
resource is not cachable? 
a. Public  
b. Private 
c. no-cache/no-store  
d. max-age 
 
 

98) Which of the following directive of Cache Control Header of HTTP response can set the time 
limit of caching? 
a. Public B  
b. Private 
c. no-cache/no-store 
d. max-age 
 

99) Which of the following directive of Cache Control Header of HTTP response provides 
indication to server to revalidate resource if max-age has passed? 
a. must-revalidate  
b. Private 
c. no-cache/no-store 
d. max-age 
 

100) In Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) applications, which of the following is 
FALSE regarding Sessions? 
a. Messages delivered during a session are processed in the order in which they are received 
b. They are explicitly initiated and terminated by the receiving application 
c. There is no general data store associated with a WCF session 
d. Sessions correlate a group of messages into a conversation. 
 

101) Which class in WCF represents the unit of communication between endpoints in a 
distributed environment? 
a. RequestContext 
b. Message 
c. Binding 
d. ChannelBase 
 


